
 

Chapter 211: Your favorite 

  

On the Time Continent, an extremely rare scene was taking place-three magicians gathered together. 

 

Even though the area of activity is much smaller than that of the Sea of Knowledge, the Time Continent 

is still extremely large. In addition, the number of Second Wing Wizards is even rarer. The rain curtain of 

the upstream golden rain also greatly blocks the line of sight, so the time Continent meets the 

magicians. Events are not more frequent than the sea of knowledge, and everyone is like walking in a 

dark forest. 

 

But starting from today, the scenery of the three-man magician may become the daily life of the time 

continent. 

 

Feeling that the wrist in his throat is getting harder and harder, Ya Xiu quickly said: “She is a witch, a new 

partner who joined our team, I finally got her, she will explore the virtual world with us…” 

 

Next? 

 

together? 

 

Finally got her? 

 

Unspeakable grievances and anger quickly swelled and boiled in her heart, but Sonia’s expression 

remained unchanged, except that her eyes became brighter and brighter, and her pink pupils seemed to 

turn into vertical pupils. 

 

Yaxiu suddenly felt a bit of cold, and the boundless sense of fear squeezed his whole body, as if he was 

being judged by the blood moon. With a thought, he pressed his voice and said, “Don’t worry, you are 

my favorite right now!” 

 

“Huh?” 



 

Sonia blinked her eyes and let go of Yaxiu. She took two steps back and her eyes drifted away. Her little 

hand restlessly grasped the corner of her clothes, and said embarrassingly: “What did you say all of a 

sudden…” 

 

“Sword Ji, now my bond with you is still the highest, so I will give priority to you when I pick up the 

experience orb, and give you the first choice if there is a good magic spirit. The other benefits are also to 

see if you want it or not, and then I will be the rest. Share with the witch.” Ah Xiu said seriously: “You 

don’t have to worry that the arrival of the witch will lower your status in my mind.” 

 

“Who cares about your position in your heart!” 

 

Sonia cursed in a low voice, then glanced at Deya who was curiously observing them, got a little closer to 

Ash, and said, “Although I don’t care…but you must not lie to me!” 

 

“I didn’t lie to you!” Ah Xiu vowed to say: “Unless the witch and my bond have been promoted higher, 

or the witch shows a stronger potential than you, otherwise the resources will be given priority to you!” 

 

The red-haired Jian Ji’s body stagnated: “In other words, if she is stronger than me…” 

 

“After all, we are a team, and the fundamental goal of resource allocation is to make the team 

stronger.” Ya Xiu did not deny this: “Although I believe in Jian Ji’s qualifications, if you want to continue 

to stay in the team, Jian Ji We must work harder if we have a superior position.” 

 

In fact, before entering the Void Realm, Ya Xiu vaguely felt that Jian Ji would be angry, but he didn’t 

expect the reaction to be so violent. 

 

But if you compare your heart to your heart, Ya Xiu thinks that Jian Ji has every reason to be angry—just 

like in a startup company, your partner suddenly brings someone in without discussing it with you. How 

can you not be angry? How are shares counted? How to divide the work? 

 

Although the working efficiency of the three-person team is theoretically higher than that of the two, 

the gains of the virtual world are largely based on fate. Sometimes the knowledge creature can not lose 

the experience orb, and the magician projection is only the garbage technique. Ling, what else can you 



do besides cursing that the drop rate is not good today? When the income is not good, three people are 

required to distribute the spoils. It is easy for someone to lose it. Will there be quarrels? 

 

It took a while for Ya Xiu and Jian Ji to reach a tacit understanding, and seldom disputed over the 

distribution of the spoils. But now there is one more person, and the game relationship is suddenly 

much more complicated. For example, now that two magic spirits are dropped, both Sword Ji and the 

new witch can use it. Even if Sword Ji has the priority to choose, he can pick one first, but second Isn’t 

this still taken away by the newcomer? 

 

This suddenly seems reasonable. Sword Ji is still taking advantage, but the problem is-if there is no 

witch, the two magic spirits are all Sword Ji’s! 

 

As a social animal who has seen the office Gongdou for many years in a mixed workplace, Ya Xiu 

understands the subtleties of people’s hearts. The arrival of a newcomer to share the work pressure, 

improve department performance, and make a big pie together is a good thing that is too good to be 

better, but the arrival of the newcomer also means that the interests are reshuffled, and her existence 

will inevitably encroach on part of the interests of the elderly. It will even affect the division of factions 

in the office. 

 

So Ya Xiu brought the witch, and Jian Ji opened her hands to welcome the new operator? 

 

how is it possible! 

 

To make an inappropriate analogy, it’s like a wife who sees her husband taking the mistress home and 

being slept together. How could the wife be willing? 

 

Jian Ji is not a true selfless paper man. On the contrary, she is also a very sensitive interest activist. She is 

in the company of Asia Xiu’s previous life. Even if she can’t become an excellent introductory pioneer, 

she can at least become a company. The company dare not bully the rights fighters who record and save 

evidence at any time. 

 

Jian Ji would definitely worry that the witch would embezzle her own interests, and would be even more 

afraid that the witch would take her place. In addition, she would naturally feel uneasy and irritated 

because the witch would not be in her hands. 

 



People are rarely satisfied because they have gained more benefits, but they are often upset because 

they have received less. 

 

Ya Xiu is not accusing Jian Ji of not knowing how to exalt himself. After all, greed is the nature of human 

beings. He himself is also such a person who does not know good and bad. Who is a natural saint, and 

who works for more money? To accuse subordinates of not knowing how to be grateful is something 

that startups that are on the verge of bankruptcy can only do. Team management is a deep knowledge. 

 

Therefore, he can’t suppress Jian Ji with great principles, but from Jian Ji’s perspective, analyze the 

quality of the witch’s participation for her, and draw a cake to encourage her, as long as he doubles his 

efforts to scroll, she will always be the most beautiful in the team.的仔. 

 

But this is the only thing that Asia Xiu can do. 

 

Ya Xiu can comfort Jian Ji~www.mtlnovel.com~ but will not accommodate her. 

 

No matter how good the relationship is, even if she is one of her inner pillars, Ya Xiu will not give in. 

 

Yaxiu also had a good relationship with his parents, but his parents wanted him to be a civil servant in 

his hometown, so he went to the big city alone to work hard, returning home only during the holidays; 

 

Ah Xiu and his eldest brother are also very close, but the eldest brother suddenly talked to him in the 

middle of the night, and talked about emotional topics such as’people always meet the right person at 

the wrong time’. Derailment strangled in the embryonic stage; 

 

Ya Xiu and his nephew are also in a good relationship. I don’t know how many gifts he bought for his 

nephew, but when he returns home, he finds that his nephew is naughty, and he will take off his belt 

and turn the little devil’s head into a spinning top. 

 

Feelings belong to feelings, but Ya Xiu has his own code of conduct in his heart, and he will never feel 

wronged because of feelings. In a sense, Ya Xiu felt that he was also in the Kingdom of Blood Moon–he 

was also the kind of selfish criminal who regarded his inner desires more than anything else. 

 



“Aurora’s Wizard Manual” is his most important trump card, he can’t use it; the operator is an 

important force for him to explore the virtual world, and he can’t give up the black and white witch. 

 

Jian Ji felt upset, angry, and wronged. He could understand and comfort him, but he would never 

apologize, let alone give in. 

 

He needs Jian Ji to understand and support himself. 

 

Under the gaze of Yaxiu, Sonia asked after a moment of silence: “Will there be more people in the 

future?” 

 

“Perhaps.” Ya Xiu himself was not sure: “Maybe our team will increase to a dozen in the future—” 

 

“A dozen?!” 

 

Chapter 212: Substitution, the White Queen! 

  

“It is also possible that there are only three of us.” 

 

Ya Xiu tilted his head: “But in any case, in this virtual realm of hidden dangers and opportunities, the 

more teammates who can trust the back, the better.” 

 

“I don’t believe her—” 

 

“You didn’t believe me at first.” 

 

“How can she compare to you?” 

 

Ya Xiu gave her a surprised look, but Sonia turned her head to look at Diya, muttered a few words and 

then sighed: “I understand. Indeed, the fighting intensity of the Time Continent far exceeds the sea of 



knowledge, and the two of them have already There is no guarantee of absolute safety, three people are 

more suitable…” 

 

The red-haired sword girl glanced at Ya Xiu, poked his chest with her finger, and said bitterly: “But don’t 

forget your promise, as long as I am better than her—” 

 

“Then you are the most important operator in my mind!” The strength-only Asian Xiu did not hesitate. 

 

“Huh.” Sonia was still a little unhappy, but when she turned to Dia, she suddenly put on a bright 

business smile: “Hello.” 

 

Yaxiu also introduced: “Witch, she is my team member Jian Ji. Jian Ji, she is a new member of the Witch. 

From now on, everyone will be comrades who share the joys and sorrows, so get along well.” 

 

While Ya Xiu was muttering with Sonia, Dia also took advantage of this time to judge her own situation. 

 

is not a dream, not an illusion, she is really brought into the imaginary realm by the viewer’s wonderful 

ability without opening the door of truth, and she appears in the same place as the viewer. 

 

Unlike Sonia’s domestic cat, Dia is an orthodox wild cat wizard. She sailed for thousands of miles in the 

Sea of Knowledge alone. Develop a tough mind. 

 

Therefore, she almost instantly judged the value of the ability to form a team—the viewer almost 

subverted the practice rules of the magician world, and reduced the difficulty of exploring the virtual 

world from an epic story to a fairy tale level (soon she knew The difficulty can continue to decrease). 

 

If it can be exchanged, Dia believes that many legendary magicians are willing to give mana and even 

realm factions to gain the ability to team up in the virtual realm. 

 

No wonder the viewer keeps using the fog to cover up his true face, using the code name, he must know 

the value of this ability, and he is afraid of being used to predict the faction to find his true place! 

 



Diya originally had doubts and hostility towards the viewers, but she has changed her attitude at the 

moment: you must hold the viewer’s thighs, and then find a way to empty the viewer’s secrets! 

 

I can see myself in the state of thinking, can trace Lisi who is in the trial of the bronze dragon, and gather 

teammates in the virtual realm…Man, you have attracted the attention of this princess! 

 

And Diya also saw some clues at this moment—the viewer seemed to have never told Jian Ji about 

himself, so Jian Ji had some opinions about his arrival. 

 

Hmm… This princess is not good at socializing. In this case, she needs to be replaced… 

 

Come for Lisi? But Liz needs to manage the ontology, and Liz’s age is too young… 

 

Among my sisters, the only adult women who are most proficient in human nature… 

 

She held the silver-rimmed glasses for decoration, and looked at her reflection from the corner of her 

eye. 

 

“Mask” magic spirit is activated! 

 

Personality Fission-Mask Cover-Mode·White Queen! 

 

When Dia opened her eyes, her clothes had become snow-white shiny off-shoulder jumpsuits, her legs 

were wearing white stockings with suspenders, her hair had turned snow-white, and her dark red lips 

added a mature charm. 

 

Yaxiu and Sonia, who have never seen the world, were slightly startled-can they still change their skins 

directly in the virtual realm? 

 

And Ya Xiu still has a question. The witch in Li-e-li did not wear glasses, and the witch who visited him 

before did not wear glasses. Why did she wear glasses when she entered the virtual realm? 

 



But he didn’t intend to be nosy, after all, the glasses poked his strike zone. 

 

Speaking of which, Ya Xiu has encountered three moments where he was almost killed. The first time 

was when Gerrard almost hacked him to death. The second time Valkas almost took him with him in the 

Blood Moon Trial, and the third time it was Fury. Ya found a pair of glasses in the drawer, and she 

almost put them on. 

 

The third time is the most dangerous. 

 

“Hello, I am a witch.” Dia reached out and shook hands with Sonia: “It’s nice to meet you.” 

 

“Please take care of me and the viewers in the future.” 

 

This little horn… The red-haired sword girl suddenly became so angry that his eyes were about to turn 

into vertical pupils. 

 

In an instant, Sonia recalled all the family ethics aristocratic palace fights she had seen, racking her 

brains to think of a wonderful counterattack line. 

 

But at this moment, Ya Xiu greeted them: 

 

“Don’t stand there, get in the car and talk again.” 

 

The two looked over and found that Ya Xiu had bought a convertible sports car at some time and was 

sitting there stretched comfortably. 

 

Ya Xiu was actually a little surprised at why it was a convertible, but after thinking about it carefully, I 

understood—the time the mainland won’t rain, at least it won’t rain “downward”, but the roof of the 

car has no effect other than blocking the line of sight, unlike the mosaic. The same is meaningless, so it’s 

better to just remove it. 

 

Of course, this may also be some interpretation of the ‘light luxury version’. 



 

Sonia was not surprised at this, after all, she and Ashiu had sailed on the sea of knowledge. Diya’s eyes 

were colorful, clapping her hands lightly, and looking at Ya Xiu with admiration: “You are so amazing, 

viewers, maybe only we can sit in a sports car and explore the virtual world in the mainland for the 

entire time?” 

 

“It’s not that great. UU reading www.uukanshu.cOM” Yaxiu said modestly, “It’s all set off well.” 

 

This woman…Sonia was itching her teeth with hate. Ever since she was rushed into life by the viewers, 

she has been racing towards the’swordsmanship genius’. She hasn’t participated in the prom tea party 

for many days, and she is usually licked by others. She flattered others for less, and over time she 

naturally neglected to practice her own language skills. 

 

Saying words of praise to the viewers is completely beneficial and cost-free, but it can increase the 

favorability of many viewers. It can be described as a very cost-effective interpersonal communication 

trick. Sonia would definitely be able to react to it before, but now it was preempted by Dia! 

 

This witch… seems to be the same type of magician as me! 

 

Then the two looked at the co-pilot next to Ya Xiu, and stretched out their hands at the same time! 

 

In fact, sitting in the front passenger seat proves nothing, but sometimes you lose everything in one 

breath. When it is time to fight, you must fight everywhere, even if you can’t fight, you have to show 

your attitude, otherwise one step back is one step back! 

 

“Witch, do you want to sit in front?” Sonia smiled brightly. 

 

“Yes, the scenery ahead is good.” Dia blinked. 

 

“But it’s my first time to explore Time Mainland today. How about letting me go sightseeing first?” 

 

“This…” 



 

“Do you all want to sit in the front row? Then sit down.” 

 

Ya Xiu turned over and sat in the back row: “It just so happens that I don’t want to be crowded with 

others.” 

 

Sonia: “…” 

 

Diya: “…” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 213: Take an inch 

  

“Actually, when we are on land, there is no need to use transportation? It’s not in the sea. Wouldn’t it 

be better to get out of the car to deal with emergencies?” 

 

When the sports car buzzed and started, Sonia suddenly felt whether the car was a bit redundant. 

 

In the sea of knowledge, the boat is really just needed. After all, swimming is too troublesome, and they 

are not aquatic animals. There is no bonus in the ocean. Soaking in the sea will only give the viewer 

welfare; but when you come to the time mainland, Conversely, they are all terrestrial creatures, and 

most battles also require standing on the ground with their feet, and the car will prevent them from 

launching a charge in the first place. 

 

“Do you also have transportation when you are in the sea of knowledge?” Dia heard some clues. 

 

“Yes, a small boat.” Sonia vomited: “A small boat can only barely sit on two people, and it will roll over if 

you move a bit bigger. Fortunately, the viewer does not need to row the boat…” 



 

“It’s great, I also want to take a boat in the sea of knowledge,” Di Ya said quietly, “It would be nice if I 

could meet the viewer sooner, but fortunately it’s not too late.” 

 

Sonia twitched the corners of her mouth: “Yes, I’m also glad I was selected by the viewers——” 

 

“Hey, the subject is still here.” Ya Xiu looked away from the virtual world map, “Sword Ji, you obviously 

disliked me from the beginning, and you often complain to me whether you can reduce your training 

intensity!” 

 

“You remembered it wrong!” The red-haired sword girl said loudly, “I am a genius female swordsman. 

Training is as natural as breathing for me. I am itching all over my body without training. How can I 

complain to you?” 

 

“Sword Ji, are you practicing the destiny faction? You have modified the past history with such an 

understatement. You really belong to you.” 

 

“So the viewer arranges for you to train? It’s great.” Dia exclaimed: “He has to arrange for me to 

entertain. I can’t even study. Although I can understand the viewer’s starting point is good, this It’s too 

dictatorial…” 

 

Sonia turned her head in an instant, staring straight at Ya Xiu, without saying a word, saying “Why can 

she get preferential treatment” all over her face, her expression was terrifying like the sky before the 

storm. 

 

Ah Xiu felt that he was being watched by the Titan executioner, and helplessly explained: “The witch is 

in a special state, and the training efficiency has dropped by 75%. It just so happens that I recently got a 

new treasure, which can give people a certain amount of entertainment. Training effects can also avoid 

negative states…” 

 

“Then why didn’t I—” 

 

“Didn’t you say that you are a genius female swordsman, training is as natural to you as breathing, and 

itching all over the body without training? The best effect of entertainment is only equivalent to the 



worst result of training. You are not like a witch with negative effects. Condition, training is your most 

cost-effective choice.” 

 

“Woo…” Sonia found out that she had dug a hole for herself just now. She could just go back on the spot 

before. If the viewer wanted to be reasonable, she would directly accuse him of yelling at herself so 

loudly. 

 

But now the witch is right next to her. She wants to maintain her excellent image as a predecessor and 

can’t act like a baby. 

 

But she didn’t want only the witch to get preferential treatment. 

 

So she looked at Ya Xiu in a grievance, her mouth was so pucky that she could hang a teapot, and her 

eyes almost turned into vertical pupils. Ya Xiu sighed: “The plan for this week has been arranged. I will 

arrange an entertainment event for you next week.” 

 

Sonia’s eyes flashed triumphantly, and she turned back disgustingly: “Huh, I thought about it and 

training is more suitable for me, but you can’t help me interrupt my tight training rhythm like this. Who 

told you to be? The viewer.” 

 

Ya Xiu was so angry that he kicked her chair directly. 

 

嘭! 

 

Suddenly there was a loud noise, and the sports car directly shoveled the two big trees in front, 

arrogantly leaped onto the grassy road in front, and continued to hum forward. The collision process 

had no effect on the car. Ya Xiu and others felt that they had just hit the tofu, but the car had become a 

lot more transparent. Obviously, this kind of collision could not be launched frequently. 

 

“Well, it really makes sense to ride in a car.” Diya said suddenly, “It’s not the same as when I walk in 

the Time Continent. Sitting in a car can not only absorb the mana of the upstream golden rain, but also 

hardly consume any soul energy. ” 

 



Sonia asked: “Does walking require energy?” 

 

“The consumption is basically the same as when you swim in the sea of knowledge.” Deya pointed to 

the weeds on the ground: “There are no roads in the time continent. Weeds and bushes grow 

everywhere, as well as silt ground, water grass, and grassland. Mountains, forests and various terrains 

require a lot of effort for each step. I don’t know other people, but during my own month of exploring 

the Time Continent, almost half of my soul energy is consumed by walking.” 

 

Yaxiu and Sonia immediately understood-with the sports car as a means of transportation, they have 

almost no loss in walking. Although absorbing mana will also consume soul energy, in any case, their 

exploration efficiency will be at least 50% higher than that of ordinary mages every night. 

 

And not only to explore efficiency issues, other technicians are like office workers far away from the 

company, and they spend 2 hours commuting time each day; while Yaxiu and others are like local 

natives living near the company, every day Others have an extra 2 hours of free time, even if they don’t 

use it to do business, but it’s cool to just don’t waste energy! 

 

“Viewer, do you know which direction to move?” Dia asked. 

 

“Hmm.” Ya Xiu raised his head and looked at a beam of light slowly moving forward in the distance: 

“You want to keep chasing the white cow, right?” 

 

“Yes, our current position should be in the front area of the white bull. As long as we keep moving, we 

don’t have to worry about falling into the quiet zone.” Diya tilted her head and looked at Ya Xiu: 

“Watcher, you know that I am thinking in my heart. What?” 

 

Ya Xiu scratched his head: “How do I know what you are thinking?” 

 

It turns out that in the virtual realm, the viewer can’t hear my heart… Deya smiled warmly: “It’s the first 

time I feel at ease in the virtual realm. Great, thank you for your invitation.” 

 

Sonia’s Silver Teeth was crumbling. 

 



Damn… this witch is so good! 

 

Why am I so slow? I am obviously also very good at three-sentence female magician who makes men fall 

for me, why now… 

 

And the viewer just got a sports car… 

 

Isn’t that… 

 

Sonia felt something wrong in her heart. 

 

Although the viewers treated her with a joking attitude from the beginning, forced training, forced 

battles, and forced conjure rituals, but in terms of the result, Sonia has benefited a lot every time, and 

she has almost nothing. Loss. 

 

A month ago, she was just a well-known poor female college student in the Department of Hydrology, 

but now she is already the premier genius of the Jianhua Academy, the seed of the sword master named 

Zhenjia Leshi, and the opponent that the University of Truth needs to stand up to… and this All the 

changes were due to her pulling out the long sword in the chest of the viewer in her dream. 

 

Although the viewer keeps saying that they have a sacred bond between them, as long as they become 

stronger, the viewer will also benefit. After seeing the wonders of the magician world, Sonia feels that 

the viewer may be telling the truth, and the improvement of her strength may really bring the viewer a 

great help, but this does not mean that she can feel at ease. Accept this gift. 

 

She knew in her heart who she should thank, but the joking attitude of the viewers really made her 

unable to say thankful words. Over time, she became accustomed to it, and even took it for granted. 

 

Perhaps this gratitude can only be revealed at a critical moment. For example, in the moment of life and 

death, Sonia can’t guarantee that she is willing to give her life to the viewer, but she can at least 

guarantee that she will hesitate for a second or two before running away. 

 



But just like you have to say it out loud to let others know your contribution, and you have to say it out 

loud as you are grateful, so that you can let others know that you are a gentle, kind-hearted, and 

gracious girl… She will know this tomorrow morning. The truth is, it is obvious that anyone can abide by 

this set of social rules, why do you forget it when you get along with the viewer? 

 

She always treats people she doesn’t care about. Why is she showing the least reasonable and most 

delicate side in front of the viewer? 

 

If it weren’t for the appearance of the witch, Sonia would hardly find this problem for herself. Perhaps 

this problem is not a problem now, but the bond is like a sword blade. At first it was sharp, tough and 

unprofitable, but if it is not carefully maintained, the blade will rust and rust will become fragile. , And 

finally shattered completely under a perhaps not strong impact. 

 

At this time, she suddenly recalled the question she had encountered in the Fate Q&A: “What is the root 

cause of the break between Sword Hime and the viewer?” 

 

Sonia exhaled slightly, turned her head to look at Ya Xiu: “The viewer.” 

 

“Huh?” 

 

“Thank you for your pure aura special drink.” Sonia said earnestly: “If it weren’t for the potion you 

gave, my soul couldn’t recover so quickly, and I couldn’t explore the virtual world with you 

tonight…Thank you .” 

 

A potion to treat soul damage? Dia’s eyes were full of brilliance. 

 

The cult leader fixed his eyes on the red-haired Jian Ji, and then kicked her chair. 

 

“What are you doing!” Sonia was so angry that she raised her long sword: “I thank you for kicking me?” 

 

“I want to kick you because you thank me.” Ah Xiu said, “I don’t want your thanks to be nice to you. 

You become stronger and you are the best reward for me.” 



 

“And you thank you so formally. After that, you will fight the most in the virtual world. Should I thank 

you? Do you want to thank you for protecting me? Do you want to thank you for your delicate 

operations?” 

 

Ya Xiu looked at the map of the virtual world and mumbled: “And what’s the point of verbal thanks for 

this kind of benefit~www.mtlnovel.com~ How troublesome, we are not strangers.” 

 

Sonia stared at him for a few seconds, then suddenly chuckled, “After that, I will accept your gift with 

peace of mind!” 

 

“Don’t be so at ease, remember to use more strength during training.” Ah Xiu looked at Deya, “The 

same is true for you, witch, don’t thank me like this. Everything I do is for future rewards, not great. 

People.” 

 

“But I thank you from the bottom of my heart.” The White Queen stretched lazily and smiled: “The 

daily routine for you is a miracle for me. In addition to saying some words of thanks, I don’t know how to 

express my gratitude.” 

 

“Well, what you said about the witch makes sense.” Ah Xiu muttered, “If you really have to thank me… 

then you can…” 

 

“Yes?” 

 

“You can…” Ya Xiu turned his head to look at the continuous golden rain next to him, pretending to say 

lightly: “… Hold me and praise me a few words, if I have to kiss me, I don’t mind, after all, thank you. 

Some substantial benefits, right?” 

 

The two blinked, and then the red-haired Jian Ji stared at the White Witch bitterly. The White Queen 

shook her head slightly, and the red-haired Jian Ji nodded. 

 



Needless to say, the two have reached a consensus through eye contact-they must never follow the 

viewer’s wishes, at most it is a verbal compliment, and must not step into the vortex of involuntary 

competition! 

 

He dares to ask for a hug today, and what he dares to ask for tomorrow is simply unimaginable! 

 

This wind must never grow! 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 214: Share secret poison 

  

“Attention, prepare to fight.” 

 

Diya glanced at the sky screen in front of him, which was covered by the rain curtain, and if she realized: 

“Watcher, do you have the miracle of exploration that works in the golden rain against the current?” 

 

If the white fog of the sea of knowledge reduces visibility through the darkness, then the golden rain on 

the continent of time uses strong light to shield the field of vision. Except for the surrounding plants, the 

magician can hardly see the plants beyond ten steps are big trees, The bushes are still little monsters, 

because they are all golden. 

 

And like the white mist, most exploration miracles cannot penetrate this rain curtain, so the exploration 

in the time continent is not essentially different from the sea of knowledge. 

 

The only difference is whether the monster drags you down from the sea, or jumps out from behind the 

tree and knocks you sap. 

 



But in the eyes of Ya Xiu, the Void Realm is like a girl in a short skirt. It has already set off a little 

mysterious realm for him. Although I haven’t seen the whole picture, at least I can see the absolute 

realm. 

 

“Void Binoculars” can still take effect, and the Void Map still shows the surrounding 24 grids. 

 

It seems that the car’s HP is also displayed on the map because of the automatic car. Just now a lot of 

trees have been shoveled along the way. The car’s HP is already less than 50%, but it can recover 1% of 

its HP in a few minutes. There is no need to save money, just don’t fall apart anyway. 

 

In addition, the virtual world map also shows the direction of the white cow, and four cow hooves are 

clearly printed on the light curtain. The white cow in the sky does not walk in a straight line, but has a 

slight arc, but because the white cow is too huge, for them and ants, this arc is like the sea level is not so 

flat, and it is completely undetectable. . 

 

But Ya Xiu found a problem—the left and right sides of the map seemed to be reversed. When the 

sports car moves to the left, their cursor is running to the right. 

 

The problem is not big, Ya Xiu can manually turn the map 180° to solve it. After all, it is the company’s 

internal closed beta version, even if the virtual world map suddenly gets stuck on a blue screen and pops 

out a warning to Ya Xiu, it won’t feel strange. 

 

Say that if the game gets stuck, you can’t summon the task manager, and you can’t shut it down… Does 

it count as a physical shutdown to knock yourself out? 

 

Thinking that the sports car is approaching the green area of ”worth a visit”, Ya Xiu controlled the 

automatic car to stop, glanced at the detailed information in the area, and his face suddenly changed: 

 

“There are some white velociraptors ahead!” 

 

Sonia didn’t react for a while, but Dia’s eyes lit up: “Some?” 

 

“Yes, some!” 



 

“Some white velociraptors, worth a visit.” 

 

“A gregarious intellectual creature?” Sonia blinked, recalling the information she had read these past 

few days, and suddenly became excited: “Could it be a resource point?” 

 

“What is the resource point?” Ya Xiu was a little confused. 

 

Although he rested in Freya’s house for several days, he also took the opportunity to make up a lot of 

common sense of the world of magicians, but the intelligence of Time Continent is already considered 

very high-end knowledge, and it can be regarded as a professional paper at the level of HowNet in the 

previous life. , Non-two wing art masters have no need to understand at all. 

 

Ya Xiu searched the Time Continent in the Blood Moon Veil. The search terms that appeared the most 

were “Love in the Time Continent”, “Abandoned in the Time Gap”, and “Chasing Time to Find You”. The 

sentimental public’s perception of the Time Continent is— Convenient to fall in love. 

 

After all, the sea of knowledge is swimming all day long, the scenery is not good, and there is no time for 

the romance of the mainland. Moreover, Time Continent has the word ‘time’, which gives screenwriters 

plenty of room for their brains to be adapted and edited. Yaxiu has seen some synopses and feels that in 

addition to manipulating time, the time circulated in the curtain can also make people change sex, 

accelerate childbirth, accelerate death, and facilitate derailment. All in all, it is a perfect stage for 

sadomasochism. 

 

Later, Ah Xiu came to the Gospel Kingdom and didn’t do anything serious, so he came to the Void Realm 

exam without any preparation. But there is no reason why he did this—because Jian Ji must have done 

his homework. 

 

Diya looked at Sonia in surprise, Sonia spread her hands: “The viewer lost her memory before.” 

 

“So, is it like the magician in the fairy tale “Amnesiac and the Innocent Girl”?” 

 

“I have never heard of the fairy tale you said.” 



 

At this time, the two of them moved in their hearts, but instead of continuing the topic, they explained 

to Ya Xiu: “Resource points are special areas where Time Continent began to appear. They are often 

guarded by gregarious knowledge creatures. Knowledge creatures will drive Shu Ling to manage 

resources. Therefore, there are often some rare resources that our magicians can use. If you are lucky, 

you can even get extra rewards beyond the experience orb!” 

 

Dia added: “But the gregarious creatures in the resource point are also difficult to deal with. Unless you 

are a combat wizard who specializes in swarm attack, you will have to be in a hurry in the face of the 

siege of gregarious creatures. I once attacked a resource point, and finally because Almost died and took 

the initiative to escape. But now we have three people…” 

 

“Then assign a tactical position.” Ya Xiu said, “The main abilities I master are the miracle “sword body 

barrier” and the Shuling “heart sword”. The “sword body barrier” can support defense remotely, and 

the “heart sword” can To carry out a long-range attack, if nothing happens I am a long-range attacker. 

Well, I also recently created a new miracle “Run”, which is a miracle of short-distance movement. ” 

 

“You created a miracle? Let me see it later.” Sonia said: “I haven’t changed much recently. There are 

counter-attack miracles “Shuiyue” and a series of melee miracles derived from the wave sword. ” 

 

“Didn’t you get promoted to Second Wing? The college didn’t give you any reward?” 

 

“How dare I expose that I was promoted to the Second Wing!” Sonia complained: “It is less than a 

month since I became a magician. The last time the Silver Wing was exposed, I can still explain it by 

stepping into the whirlpool. The second time I was promoted to the Second Wing, but the faction level 

did not reach the gold level. The academy must know that I found the Golden Fish and stepped into the 

Time Continent… At least until I upgrade the swordsmanship faction to the gold level, there is a two-

wing swordsmanship spirit, I dare to ask The professor confessed his progress.” 

 

The White Queen was stunned for a while-less than a month after becoming a magician? Step into the 

time continent by finding the golden fish? 

 

I dare not even make up fairy tales like this! 

 



She couldn’t help asking: “Have you found the golden fish? Is it the golden fish in the fairy tale “The 

Fisherman and the Golden Fish”?” 

 

“I haven’t heard of that fairy tale, but it is indeed a golden fish in the sea of knowledge.” Sonia looked at 

Ash, “Would you like to tell her?” 

 

Yaxiu instantly understood the subtext of Jian Ji. He thought for a while. The mana conversion effect of 

the Golden Fish’s secret poison is very practical, so he told the witch about the secret poison and asked: 

“Do you feel that you are infected with the secret poison?” 

 

“Is the secret of the golden fish actually a secret poison?” Diya felt it, and shook her head: “No feeling.” 

 

Ah Xiu said with regret: “That means you need to see the golden fish to be infected with the secret 

poison, only knowing that the relevant information has not reached the threshold of poisoning. 

Speaking of which, if you say it will not be poisoned, then these secret poison content It should be 

widely circulated…” 

 

“I know why this.” Sonia said: “I checked in the academy and found that the secret poison of the 

whirlpool, the secret poison of the expulsion, and the secret poison of the golden fish can all find similar 

content. Especially the secret poison of the golden fish, I found In a cartoon I watched when I was a 

child, the content of “tandem flight” appeared long ago.” 

 

Because the secret poison of the vortex and the secret poison of expulsion are no longer available in the 

Time Continent, Ya Xiu briefly introduced Deya, without telling her the details of the secret poison, and 

then asked: “Then, aren’t many people in your academy poisoned? ” 

 

“No.” Sonia shook her head: “Because the secret poison content is mixed in fairy tales, travel notes and 

even fantasy novels. Even if a magician sees it, no one will believe these unreliable conjectures.” 

 

Ya Xiu thoughtfully: “As long as you don’t believe it, you won’t be poisoned…” 

 

“The same is true for us. Before we saw the golden fish with our own eyes, we didn’t fully believe in the 

truth of the golden fish. It wasn’t until the golden fish that the secret poison took root in our minds.” 

 



Sonia looked at Deya: “That’s why you can’t be infected with the golden fish secret poison, the witch-no 

matter what we say, the truth of the golden fish is too absurd. You must see it with your own eyes to be 

completely convinced.” 

 

“But there is still a loophole here.” Ya Xiu suddenly found a blind spot: “If there is a second wing man 

who is willing to contribute his own memory to prove the existence of the golden fish secret poison, 

then there is no credibility… ah, I Understood.” 

 

Ya Xiu knows the answer to his stupid question by comparing his heart to his heart: If he is himself, 

would he dare to gamble on his personality and credibility in front of the public, just to make everyone 

believe in the secret poison he said? 

 

dare not. 

 

No magician would commit suicide like this. 

 

The magician who dared to do this has long been eliminated by the virtual world, and not only one 

magician is eliminated, but everyone who hears the secret poison will be eliminated. 

 

The magicians who have been infected with the secret poison dared to write down the secret poison 

content secretly because they can’t hold back their desire to show off. How could they dare to bet on 

their credibility? What hate do they have with the readers, and they have to pull the readers to die 

together? 

 

The magician with the secret poison will only share this secret with fully trusted family members at 

most, and keep the number of secret poison infections within a limited range. 

 

“It’s a pity.” This time not only the White Queen, but also Diya herself is very sour: “The secret poison 

that can transform mana…I envy you Jian Ji, you can explore the virtual world with the viewer from the 

beginning, I will No such luck.” 

 

“Actually, it’s not that easy to use. After all, I don’t have a two-winged magic spirit.” Sonia said lightly: 

“Ah, I actually envy you too. I got infected in less than a month with the viewer. Three secret poisons, it 

feels so dangerous…” 



 

He got up again…Axiu glanced at Sonia and asked Dia: “By the way, don’t you have a bronze dragon 

secret poison, witch? Is the content meaningful or practical? Do you think it is necessary to tell us 

Right?” 

 

The White Witch did not hesitate: “The Bronze Dragon’s Secret Poison is that the time faction wizards 

have a chance to encounter the bronze dragon when exploring the void. The bronze dragon has the 

highest chance of appearing in the time continent. After meeting the bronze dragon, the bronze dragon 

will give the wizard a curse. In the trial, the magician can freely choose the start time of the curse trial. 

After the curse is broken, the magician will be able to obtain the blessing of the bronze dragon.” 

 

As soon as she finished her voice, A Xiu felt that he heard the ‘ticking’ sound of the pointer moving, and 

opened the light curtain to find that he had a curse of knowledge: 

 

“Bronze Dragon Secret Poison” 

 

“The number of people infected with the secret poison: 23” 

 

“Secret poison enhancement degree: 23%” 

 

“The current effect of the secret poison: immediately rewind for 1 second to avoid damage after 

encountering an attack, and the cooling time is 23 hours (the enhancement level is reduced to 10% to 

obtain a great gain, and 51% is converted into a negative effect).” 

 

is a bit subtle, it’s useless, but it might save a life sometimes; but it’s useful, the cooling time of 23 hours 

is too long… 

 

“Are you infected with the secret poison?” 

 

“Infected.” 

 

“No.” 



 

The two looked at Sonia, Sonia was also a little dazed: “Why can’t I get the secret poison?” 

 

Ya Xiu looked at the operator interface, and Jian Ji was really not infected with the Bronze Dragon Secret 

Poison. 

 

Diya explained: “In fact, I not only saw the bronze dragon with my own eyes, but also triggered the 

secret poison after the curse trial was triggered. I thought you should not be able to…” 

 

She paused, and suddenly remembered that the viewer seemed to have seen the bronze dragon with his 

own eyes—the viewer was watching when she jumped from the tower! 

 

Sonia looked at Ya Xiu, and Ya Xiu spread her hands: “I am sure through special abilities that she did 

trigger the favor of the bronze dragon, Jian Ji, you don’t have this channel, so…” 

 

“Hey?” The White Queen blinked her eyes in surprise: “So just like Jian Ji, you and the viewer have the 

golden fish secret poison, do I now have a secret poison that only me and the viewer have?” 

 

Sonia was so angry that she didn’t fight, her tone sour: “It’s not just a secret poison, but it doesn’t 

matter to the magician…” 

 

“Wait.” Ya Xiu thought for a while and said, “If you only need to believe it to be infected… Jian Ji, are you 

willing to trust me unconditionally? Without verification, without thinking, abandon the rigor of the 

magician, and give up to others. Be vigilant, believe me as you believe the truth, can you do it?” 

 

“I…” Sonia’s expression was a bit tangled, and finally shook her head: “I can’t.” 

 

She wouldn’t even believe her mother, how could she completely entrust her to distant viewers? Her 

education does not allow it, her knowledge does not allow it, and her self-esteem does not allow it. 

 

“But once in a while?” 

 



Ya Xiu blinked and reached out to nod Sonia’s forehead. 

 

“The secret poison of the bronze dragon, UU reading www.uukanshu.com is true.” 

 

“Sword Ji, trust me this time.” 

 

ticked. 

 

When Sonia heard the sound of the pointer sliding, she almost jumped out of the car in excitement. 

However, she held back her hand and glanced at Diya: “Well, this bronze dragon secret poison is really 

good. It can actually avoid damage once, thank you witch.” 

 

Ya Xiu looked at the operator interface, Jian Ji really had one more secret poison, and the number of 

people infected with the bronze dragon secret poison rose to 24. 

 

“This shows that the witch, you may also be infected with the golden fish secret poison.” Ya Xiu said: “As 

long as the bond between us is close enough, you trust me enough.” 

 

Di Ya was stunned to watch this scene, the White Queen’s thinking turned wildly, and finally came to a 

conclusion: she could not shake Jian Ji’s position in the viewer’s heart. 

 

At least, not currently. 

 

“Okay.” The White Witch smiled: “Let’s work hard together.” 

 

“Speaking of which, did we forget something?” 

 

“Yes.” Ya Xiu came back to his senses: “We originally wanted to allocate tactical positions… But now that 

the secret poison is shared, it can be regarded as an increase in combat effectiveness. What kind of 

miracle magic spirit do you use for the witch, and how do you usually fight? Melee?” 

 



“Theoretically belong to the Fist Faction faction, but it is not Fist.” 

 

Diya touched her fists and pulled out three transparent silk threads that seemed to be flowing. 

 

“I prefer to call it,” she gave a pure and sweet smile: “Dead line.” 

 

Chapter 215: Shuling Evolution Material 

  

Huh! 

 

When the witch struck off the fourth white Velociraptor’s neck, she looked back and found that there 

were no living intellectual creatures in the mine. 

 

Personality fission-mask switching-mode·Red Dead Removal, mode·White Queen loading! 

 

“This is the end?” 

 

Diya watched Bai Sulong’s corpse turn into a spot of light and sink into the mud, but she still couldn’t 

react to it-can the battle in the virtual realm be so easy? 

 

This resource point is a stone quarry, with a total of eight white velociraptors garrisoned. Before the 

change, Diya must have turned around and left. The resource point for her last attack was only four 

kobe dragons. She managed to kill two of them, and her injuries were vague. She consumed most of her 

spell power. If she had not had the time to “fast forward” the Shu Ling, she would not even have to 

retreat. Get. 

 

Now that he has defeated the resource point stationed by the eight white velociraptors, Dia is 

unscathed. Although the three of them occupied the favorable terrain of the mine and blocked the 

narrowest passage to start a confrontation battle, the result of this battle was really amazing. 

 

The viewer is responsible for long-range attacks and support. The sword body barrier protects Dia from 

being attacked by White Velociraptor twice in a row; Jian Ji is responsible for the melee outbreak, and 



the large-scale wave sword miracle defeats the White Velociraptor easily; and She is responsible for 

following Jian Ji to supplement the damage waiting for an opportunity. Once she sees the white 

Velociraptor showing a flaw, she activates the miraculous “aquatic thread” and “entanglement” to wrap 

the dead thread around the key of the Bai Velociraptor, and then twist it fiercely. Complete the harvest. 

 

Although it was only a superficial cooperation, Dia still underestimated the lethality of the combination 

of the three magicians and overestimated the combat effectiveness of the gregarious creatures. In fact, 

compared to large creatures, the individual combat effectiveness of social creatures can be said to be 

quite weak. The difference in combat effectiveness between the two is like a plump royal sister and a 

group of poor breasts. 

 

But the strength of gregarious creatures never lies in individual strength, but in the powerful execution 

of group fighting tactics. 

 

When a gregarious creature surrounds a magician, there will inevitably be a decoy position, a surprise 

position, and a containment position, and each position can be changed at any time. When the magician 

tries to target a monster and erupt, the monster will definitely retreat and seduce. The monster took the 

opportunity to attack. Even if the monster’s damage is not high, the magicians of the non-bitter factions 

have almost no ‘overlord body’ blessings, and they are easily knocked down by an attack. 

 

Diya was so tempered by a few koglyphs last time. The gregarious creatures were so clever that people 

doubted whether the virtual world was micro-manipulating them as a molester. 

 

The battle strategy of the warlock facing large creatures and gregarious creatures is completely 

different, and the risks they encounter are also completely different. Many magicians who slaughtered 

the Quartet in the Sea of Knowledge came to the Time Continent but were easily defeated by the 

gregarious creatures several times in a row. 

 

But after being a trio of magicians, the situation was completely reversed. 

 

Because there are enough three people to cover each other, Dia only needs to be responsible for the 

monsters in front of him; coupled with the support of the viewers, Dia does not need to leave the room 

to retreat at all times when attacking, and can do her best to explode; by occupying Favorable terrain, 

they can even beat a monster in three groups in a small area. 

 



In this situation, the shortcomings of social creatures such as low defense, low blood, weak damage, and 

monotonous attack methods were exposed. The three of them quickly caught the rhythm, and 

slaughtered them one by one. 

 

Such a relaxed and comfortable battle is like a bridge that only appears in a fairy tale. 

 

When Dia felt that her past battles were all horror stories, the other two were also secretly evaluating 

the new team’s combat power. 

 

Strong! 

 

fierce! 

 

ugly and weird! 

 

After entering the fighting state, the witch suddenly changed her clothes. Her whole body was changed 

into a tight blood-red battle skirt, her hair turned red and white, and her hands pulled out three 

transparent silk threads. 

 

Ya Xiu has a sense of mind-this should be the witch’s inherent talent that has switched to a personality 

that is more suitable for combat. 

 

When she swiped the white Velociraptor fiercely, the silk thread flogged the white Velociraptor like a 

steel whip with clear blood marks. And she seems to have attached the “hydrotherapy” magic spirit to 

the silk thread. The hydrotherapy magic spirit is originally used for healing, but when using the 

hydrotherapy magic spirit to treat serious injuries, it often requires anesthesia or sleeping magic spirit, 

because it will be very itchy and painful when the flesh and blood are regenerated. 

 

In the Broken Lake Prison, every time Ya Xiu wakes up, the treatment is over. It is not without a reason. 

[222] He has never felt a trace of pain. 

 



When the hydrotherapy spirit is applied to battle, it becomes a deepening of sensory damage. The 

White Velociraptor flogged by the witch will often make strange screams or even jump up, which greatly 

slows down the battle rhythm of the White Velociraptor. 

 

In addition to this, the witch has another miraculous “entanglement”, which can suddenly tie the silk 

thread to the target, and then the witch tightens and yanks her hands in vain, and Ash can see that her 

biceps in both hands are bulging. As Bai Sulong wailed, its neck was directly torn by the witch with silk 

thread. 

 

Witch’s “fast-forward” time magic spirit has also made many contributions, disrupting Bai Sulong’s 

desperate rebuttal, and even caused a white velociraptor to crash into Jian Ji’s “Desperate Intent”. 

 

And the witch can actually keep up with Jian Ji’s rhythm, not only did not drag her legs, but also formed 

an excellent tactical complement to Jian Ji, after the whole battle, Ya Xiu felt that he was holding his 

thigh. 

 

“Social creatures can’t explode magic spirits?” Ya Xiu looked around for a week, “This is too bad, right?” 

 

“The social creatures basically use the magic spirit to drive the production of resource points. Unless a 

dominant creature appears in the social creature, the magic spirit rarely stays on them.” Sonia 

explained, looking inside the mine: “The social creature is dead. After that, Shu Ling must take the 

opportunity to escape, so we basically can’t harvest Shu Ling.” 

 

“The only gain from the strategy resource point is the resources already produced in it.” Di Ya was also a 

little eager to try: “I hope there is a fist stone in it.” 

 

Ya Xiu still doesn’t understand the value of resource points, but when he picks up the sparkling dark blue 

stone in the mine, he understands the meaning of resource points to the magician—— 

 

“Weak Water Stone: After being consumed by Shu Ling of the Water School faction, it can catalyze the 

autonomous evolution of Shu Ling.” 

 

“Fist Stone: After taking it to the Shu Ling of the Fist Claw faction, it can catalyze the autonomous 

evolution of the Shu Ling.” 



 

Shu Ling evolves! 

 

Ya Xiu didn’t expect that the evolution of Shu Ling could still rely on foreign objects. He naturally 

checked at Veeva’s house what other ways to obtain high-level magic spirits besides killing monsters 

and explosive equipment, and got two answers: summon new ones or upgrade old ones. 

 

There is no need to say more about calling a new girlfriend. It is similar to finding a new girlfriend. The 

steps of dating, eating, watching movies, and holding hands are indispensable; while upgrading the old 

one is equivalent to transforming your wife into a more advanced and beautiful appearance, although 

Keep it simple, but the problem is that you have to have a wife. 

 

Generally speaking, ordinary magicians must have a natal magic spirit-that is, the first magic spirit they 

summoned. 

 

After the magician raised the faction realm to the gold level, most of the time, he stepped into the time 

continent by upgrading his natal magic spirit to the second wing. 

 

Obviously, it is easy to see that most of the Shu Ling who can promote are natal Shu Ling. In a sense, Shu 

Ling is like a daughter married out of Void Realm. Her family found that her daughter was living more 

and more prosperously with the magician, so she added a dowry to upgrade her daughter from a level 1 

loli to a level 2 girl. 

 

is not the other magical spirits summoned by the magician himself, even if the magician works hard 

~www.mtlnovel.com~, it is only equivalent to a junior without a certificate, and cannot be recognized by 

the maiden family of the virtual world. 

 

But if you can eat more advanced virtual realm resources, such as the ores of each faction at this 

resource point, then even a junior can continue to upgrade. 

 

“So as long as you master the Shu Ling thoroughly, and then let the Shu Ling consume the ore of the 

corresponding faction, there is a high probability that the Shu Ling will evolve independently.” Sonia 

said: “In fact, it is also useful to consume the ore of other factions, but it is also useful to transform. The 

efficiency is only 3% of the corresponding faction.” 



 

In other words, by feeding Shu Ling with a similarly developed medicine, Shu Ling can completely evolve 

into a more special appearance… Ya Xiu nodded, looking at the pile of shiny ore in the car, and thought 

for a while. : “Then divide it by faction first. Give it to the Witch for the Time System and the Claw 

System, and give it to the Sword Girl for the Swordsmanship System and the Watermanship System.” 

 

“What about you?” Sonia asked: “Aren’t you from the swordsmanship department like me?” 

 

“I’m not in a hurry. I have no insistence on Shu Ling. If I get a better Second Wing Shu Ling in the future, I 

will change it directly. You all have a major faction, and you need to grow together with Shu Ling…” 

 

“But what about the Heart Sword?” Sonia shook her head: “That’s the Wushuang Secret Sword Five 

Spirits, and it is also the relic left to you by the elf… I might be able to get the props to exchange Shu Ling 

in the Void in the future, before that You have to train your heart sword!” 

 

Sonia directly squeezed a few ‘Sword Heart Stones’ into Ash’s arms. Ash blinked and said with 

satisfaction, “Sword Fairy, you’ve grown up…” 

 

“Don’t speak in this tone of seeing your daughter’s filial piety!” Sonia was so angry that she didn’t fight. 

 

Chapter 216: Respective vehicles 

  

In the end, Ya Xiu ate one-third of the sword heart stone, and Sonia ate two-thirds. Dia wanted to show 

that she could also be a human, but it was a pity that Ya Xiu didn’t have time or **** skills. 

 

But after eating, there are still a lot of faction stones, such as fire, earth, wind, and so on. They pick and 

choose and eat a little bit-for example, Ah Xiu’s “earth sword” can eat landslide rocks, ” Wind wall can 

eat wind-wound stones, Sonia’s “killing sword” can eat necrostones, and Dia’s “finger silk” can eat arrow 

feathers… 

 

Just as there are many minor factions for the magician, in addition to the main faction, Shuling itself is 

also affected by many minor factions. The “earth sword” of Ya Xiu is the most obvious example. The 

influence ratio of swordsmanship to earthmanship is about It is 7:3, so the earth sword has about 30% of 

the catalytic effect of eating landslides. 



 

After picking and eating, there are still half of faction stones left. These stones can’t be taken away. 

After all, after the magician returns to reality, the mainland will not know where they will appear the 

next time they come back. The stone is meaningless to take away, so you must either smoke all of them 

here or just give up. 

 

Sonia and Deya had anticipated this, only Ah Xiu, who was plucking her hair, felt a bit pity, holding the 

faction stone to look at it. Sonia urged: “Hurry up and eat all the remaining stones, and then we have to 

continue chasing the white cow.” 

 

“Hmm.” Ya Xiu nodded, because he took the initiative to give up the necessary stones to the Sword Fairy 

Witch, so the two agreed to give him all the stones of other unrelated factions. 

 

When Adam summoned the avatar Shu Ling to smoke this faction stone, Shu Ling was obviously 

unwilling, just like a person who ate sweet tofu brains was forced to eat salty, but unfortunately forced 

to eat hard by the magician’s lust. 

 

Ya Xiu looked funny, and accidentally took a normal stone without any luster when he took the stone. 

 

The game interface suddenly popped up. 

 

“Is it possible to absorb the upgraded and enhanced resources required by the Aurora self-driving car?” 

 

…… 

 

… 

 

“Actually…it would be this.” 

 

Blood Moon Nation, apartment 302 on the third floor built in the 1940s, the Veeva college student 

looked at the magic spirit in his hand and felt a little lost for a while. 

 



fold ear cat Xiaoxian jumped on the table, stretched out the meat ball and touched it curiously, and 

found that his paw had passed through Shu Ling, and he stood up in fright, watching the unknown 

luminous object vigilantly. 

 

Shu Ling’s appearance is a long-haired girl who plays the flute. She looks like Shu Ling from the 

phonology system, but it is actually closely related to the sound. 

 

Its name is “Echo”. 

 

This is a rare magic spirit that has both the characteristics of both psychophonic factions. It can not only 

detect the surrounding environment through sound, but also make traces specific through sound. All the 

things that have happened are shown concretely, just like repeating the past. 

 

Of course, because the past was too large, this magic spirit will only represent things that the magician 

has seen based on the cognition of the magician. 

 

To put it simply, only with this magical spirit, Freya can easily enter the crime hunting hall, and instead 

of joining the blood frenzy sequence responsible for combat, it enters the crime hunting sequence with 

easier and higher wages. 

 

But Freya didn’t actually intend to summon this magic spirit. How could she ever hope that she could 

summon such a rare magic spirit? Her goal at the beginning was “suggestion”, but later she felt that 

“suggestion” did not fit her own style, and she turned to “charm”. 

 

Because the data of the spiritual faction in the blood moon kingdom is very scarce, Freya can only barely 

integrate a set of’may be useful’ learning methods through the various materials collected in the 

university, and usually participates in volunteers for spiritual counseling, which can be regarded as one 

step at a time. The factional realm has grown in footsteps. 

 

After watching a movie called “The Flower of Silt” tonight, her mood fluctuated and resonated in the 

virtual realm. The knowledge that had already reached the standard immediately gave birth to her first 

legacy that can be brought to the grave-Echo Shuling. 

 



Although it is normal to summon Shu Ling as long as the faction level is up to standard, Freya feels that 

she will remember the fact that “watching movies increases the chance of summoning Shu Ling” for a 

lifetime. Not only will I double watch movies in the future, and die. It will also be recorded in the 

magician’s manual afterwards. 

 

Although Freya did read the introduction of Echo Shu Ling a few days ago, she didn’t know the 

summoning needs of this Shu Ling and had no plans to summon it. However, she summoned it for some 

reason. 

 

…There is an ominous premonition. 

 

Freya looked at this Shu Ling, and logically said that the new magician got a new Shu Ling, and the first 

thing to do was definitely to try the power of Shu Ling, but Veeva had no such idea at all. 

 

because this is her home. 

 

The only traces preserved in this room are a certain evil man, a certain naughty animal, a certain cute 

existence, and her and Xiao Xian. 

 

Meiwa opened the curtains and let the magnificent blood moon cover the bedroom with sweet colors. 

Then she lay on the bed, looking for the door of truth in Shu Ling, preparing for her first journey into the 

world. 

 

She has already completed the knowledge reserve before entering the Void Realm. The Blood Moon is 

also very bright today. “Blood Moon Asylum” will make her soul tougher, and will consume less soul 

energy when healing injuries in the Void Realm. 

 

The gate of truth, connecting the virtual world, sinking into the mist… 

 

It’s different from the silly rumors in the curtain, and it’s different from the private chat in the university. 

Entering the virtual realm is not without the uncomfortable feeling of being stuffed into a rubber tube, 

and there is no relaxing feeling of untie the body. In a very description, Fu Rui Ya thinks it is-nude. 

 



Unfettered and unrestrained, but there is still self, just like being naked to face the world frankly, then 

entering the virtual realm is the magician facing the knowledge without concealment. 

 

Falling into the sea as expected, even after many exercises before, Veeva was still subconsciously 

flustered-except for the murloc, all terrestrial creatures suddenly surrounded by sea water would be this 

reaction-but she quickly reacted Coming over, gently stroked his feet to maintain balance, opened his 

eyes to face this strange world. 

 

White fog, dark sea, silence, monotonous colors form a vast prison, boundless loneliness rushing toward 

you. But for the residents of Blood Moon, this degree of loneliness is barely acceptable, after all, they 

have been training to resist loneliness from the starting line. 

 

When Freya participated in the psychological counseling volunteers, she also saw that the magicians 

would be afraid because of the loneliness and danger of the virtual world. However, most of these 

magicians are humans, a few are goblins and orcs, and ogres are almost I have never seen one before—

except because there are fewer ogre magicians, more importantly, ogres can eat moon candy directly to 

eliminate their fears, without the need for a psychologist to assist in treatment. 

 

In dealing with mental and mental illness, moon sugar is a panacea. 

 

In addition to the ogres, the Veeva mage rarely needs psychological counseling, because Veeva can heal 

the soul by resolving lust. Therefore, the Veeva rarely suffers from mental illness, which is also 

considered as Veeva’s racial talent. 

 

Freya was mentally prepared before entering the virtual realm, just like entering a newly opened clay 

coffee, and mustered the courage to face everything that was unfamiliar. 

 

But when she turned her head, an untimely thing suddenly broke into her eyes. 

 

a boat. 

 

Meiwa stared blankly for a few seconds, and then his mind turned-why is there a boat here? 

 



She hesitated for a moment, remembering that the death in the virtual realm was not a real death, so 

she climbed onto the boat to see the situation. 

 

There is nothing worth describing, just an ordinary ship without oars, floating alone in the sea of 

knowledge, like a pet abandoned by its owner. 

 

She sat on the boat, looking up at the boundless white mist, feeling the tension in her heart dissipated 

for most of the time. 

 

At this moment, her body suddenly stiffened, and she found a forgotten gem in the memory hidden at 

the bottom. 

 

“Help, help, I was attacked by Veeva night, I am going to be killed…” 

 

“Hey, give up your virtual experience if you don’t want to die. I heard that you need to swim in the sea 

of knowledge. How do you swim? Backstroke? Butterfly? Freestyle?” 

 

“Huh? I haven’t swim in the sea of knowledge, I took a boat.” 

 

“You can be a perfunctory me, how can I be fooled as a fool, where is there a boat in the sea of 

knowledge! You forced me—” 

 

“No, you’re too foul, I’m really going to die… Sword Barrier!” 

 

Could it be… 

 

Furiya summoned Echo Shu Ling, and stared at Shu Ling for a long time. After seeing Shu Ling’s scalp 

numb, she urged Shu Ling. 

 

The clear voice brushed over the boat, and the air was shaken into specific shapes. He had stood here, 

sat there, lay here, lay there, densely packed, repeatedly, and Veeva looked around for a week, all traces 

of him. 



 

Freya removed the effect of Shu Ling, stared at the boat for a long time, not knowing what was thinking, 

and then— 

 

“Go to death!” 

 

“Go to die, die, die, die, die!” 

 

╯>д<)╯ I hate you the most tangled man…Ah!” 

 

Because the kick was too hard, the UU reading www.uukanshu.com boat was kicked by Veeva and 

turned over. However, the boat seemed to have its own gyroscope system, so it turned over and 

continued to float on the sea, leaving only the Luotang Veeva soaked in the water. 

 

She climbed into the boat again, lay on it, and stared at the white mist-shrouded sky. 

 

“I obviously wanted to soak in the sea. You had to row a boat to pull me up, and then rowed out on your 

own. I finally got ready to continue soaking in the sea. Why did you leave the boat again? Give it to me?” 

 

“An evil man like you should be locked up in the basement and got up by me once, once in the 

afternoon, and three times in the evening.” 

 

“But…” 

 

Freya sat up and stretched. 

 

“There is no reason for Veeva not to accept gifts of the opposite sex. It is our bounden duty to ask for 

nothing in return. I accepted this boat with peace of mind. But, how can I use it without paddling?” 

 

She carefully searched the boat again, and finally found a strand of hair in the plywood of the boat. 

When it was pulled up, it touched the mechanism. The steering wheel was raised in the center of the 

boat and the boat could be directly controlled to move. 



 

Veeva looked at the hair on her hands, and she felt like she had dropped her little string. 

 

“So…” Freya operated the steering wheel, driving the boat to break through the heavy white fog: “Wait 

for me, I’m going to catch up!” 

 

Chapter 217: Chariot evolution! 

  

Seeing the viewer picking up an ordinary ore, Sonia and Dia both cast urged glances at him. 

 

Resource points Not all the resources produced can be used by the magician. Only one of the ten 

finished products contains the energy of the virtual realm, which evolves into the essence material that 

can feed the magic spirit. 

 

So this is why only knowledge creatures can manage resource points-the output cycle is too long, and 

the magician has not driven Shu Ling to dig out materials suitable for him, and the soul energy is almost 

consumed, and he is forced to exit the virtual world. 

 

Only knowledgeable creatures that have no time limit on their stay, and can even survive in the quiet 

domain, can manage resource points for a long time. Moreover, knowledge creatures don’t just pick 

cotton and don’t consume them. They also like to eat these essence materials. Data shows that the 

larger the resource point, the more social creatures. Perhaps social creatures can multiply their kind by 

sucking materials. 

 

Sometimes large creatures will plunder resource points, but just like the magician can’t beat the social 

creatures, the large creatures may not have beaten the social creatures, but the two sides are generally 

not a life-and-death relationship. In most cases, the social creatures will take the initiative to give some 

materials. , Just as feeding the dog to keep it safe. 

 

This is why there are so many stone materials in this white velociraptor mine. In addition to the white 

velociraptor’s habit of hoarding, it is also because they need to reserve some materials for emergency 

situations and pay protection fees when large creatures come to robbery. 

 



But whether it is a magician or an intellectual creature, they only need the essence material filled with 

imaginary energy, like other ordinary stones that don’t glow and have no characteristics, they are only 

matched by the white velociraptor to grind their teeth and play dodgeball. 

 

Then in the next second, the witch of Jian Ji saw that the stone suddenly turned into powder in the 

hands of the viewer, sliding down between his fingers. 

 

That is the case, do you want to show off that you have learned a destructive miracle that can smash a 

stone in an instant? 

 

Happiness! 

 

Sonia and Dia clapped convincingly at the same time, and then they saw the viewer frantically 

outputting to the stones, emptied a large pile of stones, and turned to another pile of stones and began 

to inhale the storm. 

 

It seems that the viewers are under a lot of pressure in reality…Sonia felt a little pitiful when she looked 

at it, and greeted: “Okay, okay, viewers, we all know that you are amazing, don’t waste your magic 

power like this—” 

 

It was what Dia realized: “Can you make use of these useless materials for the viewer?” 

 

“Hmm!” Ya Xiu watched the stone in his hand turn into powder, and a grey aura poured into his palm, 

and said excitedly: “These are the greatest assets of this resource point!” 

 

“You decomposed the Void Realm Stone (Extra Large) to get 6 points of ore essence.” 

 

“You decomposed the Void Realm Stone (medium) to get 3 points of ore essence.” 

 

“Are you sure you want to decompose molten flint (special)? You decomposed molten flint and get 15 

ore essence.” 

 



All the ordinary stones accumulated in the resource point can be decomposed into ore essence by the 

game system. The essence material is naturally also possible, and the amount of essence is ten times 

that of the same volume of ore. 

 

However, the game seems to default to players not decomposing essence materials, so when Ah Xiu 

picked up the sword heart stone, he didn’t react at all. 

 

Wait until Asia Xiu emptied this resource point and obtained a total of 950 ore essence! The mine that 

had piled up a lot of stones suddenly became empty. There was only a layer of stone dust on the 

ground, and the mine tunnel became spacious. Bai Sulong looked at it and wept. 

 

Soon Sonia and Deya knew what Ah Xiu had for smashing these stones-they saw him return to the sports 

car outside the mine and said to the front of the car: “Upgrade, evil blade!” 

 

Buzzing! 

 

The sports car screamed fiercely, and the front protection bar began to deform and cover. A few 

seconds later, a terrible front bar that was extremely sharp and like a blade was formed. There is no 

doubt that this monster can easily cut all the garbage of the man’s arm when it is driven! 

 

When the two friends were stunned by this change, Asia looked eagerly at the enhanced map of the 

automatic car in the light curtain in front of him. 

 

“Evil Blade·Level 4: Impact causes 400% tearing damage and energy consumption is reduced by 60%. 

The next level requires ore essence: 600.” 

 

Just by searching for this resource point, the front edge of the car will be upgraded to level 4! 

 

In addition to the “Evil Blade”, the transformation at the same location also includes the “Pioneer Stone 

Shield”, which is obviously for defensive purposes. Only one modification can be carried out in the same 

position. If you want to replace the parts, you must first remove the existing parts. After the parts are 

removed, 50% of the essence will be returned. 

 



Yaxiu feels that rampage is indispensable in the next journey of exploration, so naturally the priority is to 

light up the accessory “Evil Blade”. 

 

Of course, more importantly, the essence he has now is only enough to light up the “evil blade”. 

 

Exclusive accessories for car lights “Petrochemical Stare”, exclusive accessories for front windows 

“Refracting Curtain Wall”, exclusive accessories for exhaust holes “Poisonous Surge”, exclusive 

accessories for both sides of the car chassis “Boiling Chain Saw”, and even faster absorption of gold As 

for Shuli’s seat accessory “Alchemy Throne”, Ya Xiu slobbered in every item. 

 

However, the bad news is that these accessories require a lot of essence to light up, and they are not a 

single essence. 

 

For example, Level 1 “Alchemy Throne” requires 200 gem essence, 200 crystal essence, 200 mercury 

essence, 200 wood essence, 200 ore essence and 200 gold essence. Obviously, seven different resource 

points are needed to get together. 

 

The good news is that throughout the entire time in the mainland, it seems that only Asia Xiu has the 

ability to decompose these useless materials to obtain the essence, so no one will rob him! 

 

In time, Asia Xiu will definitely be able to upgrade this automatic sports car from the light luxury version 

to the top version. Then it will be able to rampage on the time continent, people blocking killings, 

knowledge creatures blocking and crushing knowledge creatures! 

 

Yaxiu is now full of motivation to pick up trash, and he gets in the car and urges: “Hurry up and get in the 

car and try to attack another resource point tonight!” 

 

Sonia and Deya quickly adapt to this change. After all, the viewers have shown too many singular 

abilities before. Compared with the virtual world team, pure aura special drink, forced operator training 

and entertainment, etc., he now It’s just the use of ordinary materials to strengthen the sports car, 

which is really not worth the fuss. 

 

This time Ya Xiu subconsciously sat in the front, Sonia hesitated for a moment, decided not to hesitate 

anymore, and directly took Dia to sit in the back row. 



 

The White Queen looked at Jian Ji who was suddenly close in surprise, and suddenly suppressed her 

voice with a smile: “Jian Ji, you are so cute.” 

 

“Huh?” Sonia blushed and turned her head pretentiously: “Of course I am cute.” 

 

But with just such a soft sentence, Sonia’s grievances for the new player disappeared for the most part. 

 

Although it was still very upset that a stranger suddenly appeared in the team, the witch’s performance 

just now proved that she would not be dragged down, UU reading www. uukanshu.com Sonia 

reluctantly accepts the existence of this new player. 

 

Sonia was very emotional when she first entered the Void Realm. After all, after six or seven days of 

separation, she brought people into the team as soon as they reunited with the viewers. If no one is 

angry, we can’t let her postpone her entry into the team for one day. Let us Have a good chat in private? 

Can’t you notify me first? Do you have to cut it first and play it later? 

 

Even if Sonia really doesn’t mind, she must be annoyed to make viewers realize her dissatisfaction. After 

all, honest people are the easiest to be bullied. She hopes that everyone else is honest, but she doesn’t 

want to be honest. . 

 

What she is annoyed is not that the new team members will embezzle their own interests, but that this 

kind of behavior faintly shows that the viewer does not trust them enough-will she still firmly oppose it? 

As long as you promise that this new team member can help, then I am sure to accept it. 

 

is whether you can choose someone with an ordinary appearance. According to my experience, most of 

such beautiful women are bad guys… 

 

But after calming down, the red-haired sword girl also realized the value of the new team. She is a 

realist at first, as long as she doesn’t touch the bottom line, her emotions can give way to benefits. She 

has long understood that sulking can bring no value other than making herself ugly. 

 

But… 



 

Sonia gently pushed Dia away, and sat down to the far left of the back row, with her body next to the car 

door, her hands on her chest, and she looked at the golden rain against the current outside. “Attitude. 

 

Look at me, I’m still angry, and I don’t want to contact the new players! 

 

look at me [○?｀Д′?○]! 

 

Chapter 218: The accident happened as soon as the car was picked up 

  

Axiu asked while looking at the map of the virtual world: 

 

“Speaking of which, witch, do you have time factions?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“It is said that the Time Faction is most effective only when it is cultivated in the Time Continent, is it 

true?” Ya Xiu also asked. 

 

“That’s right.” Diya nodded, and reached out to touch the countercurrent golden rain rising from the 

vegetation next to her, and said: “In fact, every drop of golden rain contains time knowledge, or all the 

time in the time continent is condensed in golden rain. Here. When I absorb the Golden Rain Cohesion 

Mana, the time knowledge in Golden Rain can almost be converted into my faction realm. Compared 

with other factions, I can gain 10 to 15 times more time faction experience. .” 

 

“So good?” Even the unlearned Ashiu was envious: “But why don’t I feel that my time faction has 

grown?” 

 

Because this question is too idiotic, the White Queen paused, and then slowly explained: “Because the 

viewer has not crossed the threshold of the time faction. When you absorb the white fog in the sea of 

knowledge, you can only let you have already stepped on it. The factions that have entered the silver 

realm have grown, and those factions that you have not mastered cannot gain experience either.” 



 

Sonia explained more vividly: “The knowledge in the white mist and golden rain is like the voice of the 

professor in class. Only the people who understand can understand it, and the unintelligible will become 

a noise.” 

 

Ya Xiu understood completely, and after thinking about it, he said, “But the Time Faction is too 

profitable in the Time Continent. As long as you walk, you can improve the faction state… Jian Ji, do you 

have a way to get into the Time Faction?” 

 

“No way.” Sonia shook her head helplessly: “Theoretically, the best way to get started with the Time 

Faction is to step into the Time Continent. But if you cannot learn time knowledge from the Golden Rain 

after entering the Time Continent, it means you Without this talent, no matter how you do it, you can’t 

get started. The time faction is one of the most talented sorcery factions. Efforts are meaningless, talent 

determines everything, and you can’t be envious.” 

 

“Don’t you envy it?” 

 

“Don’t envy.” 

 

“But I’m also getting started with the Time Faction.” Ya Xiu looked at the new “Time Faction: Silver 

Rank” that appeared in his operator interface, and chuckled: “Now you are the only one who can’t take 

advantage of the Void Realm. Up.” 

 

Because of the bondage, the time faction experience gained by the witch will also be diverted to Asia. 

Although Ah Xiu had no talent, as long as the experience that the witch fed him allowed him to cross the 

threshold of silver, he would naturally also enjoy the benefits of personal feeding in the virtual realm. 

 

Sonia’s mouth twitched, pretending to be angry, she was really angry now, and directly tied the neck of 

the front row of Ya Xiu: “You know it, don’t help me figure out a solution! For example, the magic spirit 

summoning ceremony last time or something. —” 

 

“That depends on luck, and you are not afraid to be “sincere” again and be forced to tell the truth for a 

few days? ” 

 



“How could I have been so bad luck!” 

 

The White Queen looked at the scenes of their squabbles, and said in her heart: “Diya, I don’t think I am 

suitable for their way of getting along. I am too old and too mature. Maybe you come in person to get 

along with them. .” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Absolutely not.” 

 

“I only trust you.” 

 

“I don’t want to contact other people.” 

 

The White Queen sighed. At this moment, Ya Xiu let out a scream, and suddenly a figure appeared in 

front of the sports car, and then— 

 

嘭! 

 

The sports car slammed the brakes, and the three of them were almost thrown out by inertia. 

 

They turned their heads and saw that the person who had appeared just now had been cut into two 

pieces by the evil blade of the sports car, and fell on the grass like two rags. 

 

Ya Xiu immediately transferred responsibility: “It’s Jian Ji, your fault, it’s all because of you harassing 

me!” 

 

Sonia: “It’s obviously that you didn’t drive your car seriously!” 

 

Diya: “…we could kill a magician directly?” 



 

…… 

 

… 

 

It’s gratifying, they didn’t kill people, they died only as a projection of a magician, which means that they 

just whip the corpse. 

 

In other words, the first magician projection that Yaxiu and Sonia encountered in Time Continent was 

not killed by them, but by a car. 

 

Don’t talk about skills, they didn’t even see what the projectionist projection looked like, and they ran 

over in a muddle…It sounded a bit stale. 

 

Unlike the Sea of Knowledge, the projection of the magician in the Time Continent does not stay in a 

certain place, but moves randomly, so it is a very common thing to suddenly encounter strange things in 

the exploration of the virtual realm. 

 

Although the magician projected his death too quickly, they could still confirm his faction from the drop 

magical spirit. It should be a fire-weak magician, that is, fire and bitterness double cultivation. A total of 

2 two were dropped. Wing Shu Ling, 3 Yi Wing Shu Ling, as the number one business in the time 

mainland, the income is not bad. 

 

Everyone has no demand for these magic spirits. After thinking about it, Ya Xiu wanted to ask, “Witch, 

do you have a channel to exchange magic spirits for other resources in reality? Before you joined the 

team, our distribution method was that there was no need for magic spells. Spirits are divided according 

to their value. The valuables are given to Jian Ji and asked to sell them for herself, and the worthless are 

left for me to exchange them into special resources that only I can use.” 

 

Diya shook her head: “In reality, it is not convenient for me to exchange Shu Ling, so please continue to 

distribute the extra Shu Ling according to your previous method. But as compensation, can I give priority 

to reading the manual of the magician?” 

 

Ya Xiu’s eyes lit up: “Can you also read all the manuals for the practitioner?” 



 

“Yes?” Diya blinked, but shook her head: “No, my success rate in reading the manual of the surgeon is 

about 80%, not all manuals can be read. For example, those that are particularly abnormal, particularly 

disgusting, and particularly weird. I can’t accept the Master’s Manual anyway.” 

 

“The viewer can read all the manuals of the magician.” Sonia Yun gently patted Ya Xiu on the shoulder: 

“Even the manuals you can’t accept, he can read them with relish, isn’t it great? ” 

 

The White Queen clapped her hands and applauded on the surface, secretly raising the threat of viewers 

again. Since entering the Void Realm, the viewer’s appearance is too kind and a little confused. They 

don’t even know the common sense of many magicians, so that people forget that he is a person who 

can track/dominate/beat oneself. Horror wizard. 

 

Diya did not dare to face the viewer herself, to a large extent, because the viewer completely defeated 

her in her thinking kingdom. 

 

Facing this kind of existence that could not even be surpassed by thought, Dia was so scared that she 

only dared to hide behind the White Queen. 

 

Now Dia is even more scared-the soul who can read all the manuals of the magician may not be a 

highlight, but there is absolutely no lower limit, and it is 10,000 times more evil than the most evil villain 

in the fairy tale. 

 

Ya Xiu didn’t pay attention to Jian Ji’s lowering of his own wind evaluation. After thinking about it, he 

said, “No problem, then you can read the wizard’s manual first for the witch, and give me the manual 

that you can’t read… etc. , Give me the Shu Ling that Jian Ji doesn’t need, and give me the manual that 

the witch can’t read. How do you feel that I’m turned into a trash can?” 

 

“Of course not,” Diya said immediately: “This is because we don’t have the ability to use these 

resources, so we have to give up. And the viewer, you can use these resources efficiently, it is the 

embodiment of your strength!” 

 

“So you have to be confident.” Sonia narrowed her eyes and snorted cheerfully, “Remove the’like’!” 

 



Talking, Dia picked up the fallen magician’s manual. This manual was bordered with gold and the cover 

was a black flame flower. When she turned the first page, she secretly activated the “Mask Spell Spirit”. 

 

Personality Fission-Mask Reshaping-Temporary Mode · Ever-changing! 

 

I saw Diya’s hair color began to appear in various colors, red orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. 

Fortunately, it will not cause light pollution. The color was bright and clear at first, but slowly began to 

become muddy, like poor-quality paint poured into a puddle and mixed into a dirty dark red. 

 

This is not only A Xiu who knows the inside story, but Sonia also sees that-Deya is not relying on her 

flexible values, but reading the manual of the master through some miracle. 

 

This is the reason why Dia can become a Second Wing Sorcerer and enter the Time Continent without 

any education of the Sorcerer. Most of her knowledge of the Sorcerer is through reading the Sorcerer’s 

Manual in the Void Realm. Get it! 

 

Even if she doesn’t have the exploration ability of Ashiu, she has stayed in the sea of knowledge for two 

full years, reading more than forty manuals for machinists one after another, although her knowledge 

system is not as organized as Sonia, but She has mastered all the basic knowledge needed to break 

through the virtual realm, and she is a complete combat wildcat wizard. 

 

Wild cats may not be as strong as domestic cats, but their survivability is not inferior or even better. 

 

Before turning to the last page, Dia stopped and handed it to Asia: “Would you like to read it too? Every 

manual for the machinist may have information worth recording. If you are willing to give me this 

manual, I am reading it. Just stop before the last page.” 

 

Ya Xiu had nothing to do with him, and after taking a look at it for a while, he suddenly sighed. 

 

“What’s wrong?” 

 

“I feel as if I saw a person we know from inside.” 

 



Chapter 219: That woman 

  

We know? 

 

Sonia blinked and leaned in to take a look, but she quickly retracted: “You can introduce me, I’m too 

pure to look at.” 

 

The record mode of this manual is a task log. It can be seen that the master should be a very organized, 

like to set small goals, and very good at struggle. He treats every major event in his life as a task. The 

way is recorded, and there are even summaries and reflections, and I can see that he is an excellent hit 

worker. 

 

Let him become a ‘mission wizard’ for the time being. 

 

“The name of the task: “The Fire Seed Campaign”, the degree of importance ★★★★★” 

 

“Task Objective: Become the Seed of Tribulation” 

 

“Mission Restriction: Only for Templar Masters who become Two Wing Masters within three years” 

 

“Task Reward: Become the Seed of Tribulation, and get the opportunity to enter the Silent Spiral. Note, 

every seed of Tribulation that comes out of the Silent Spiral, without exception, becomes a Triwing 

Sorcerer and a high-level temple.” 

 

“Mission failed: Lost the opportunity to kill the fire seed. If there is no accident, the highest position in 

the future can only be the temple deacon.” 

 

“The task process: With the rise of the spiral of silence, the five-year selection of seeds of the fire is 

quietly started.” 

 

“There are two other candidates with the same qualifications as me, namely the woman and Frank. 

Frank is older than me, mature and stable, and is loved by believers. She is the most powerful candidate; 



the woman is too young, but she The boyfriend who took the initiative to expose the possession of the 

spoils proved his loyalty to Jie Huo, and the promotion of the Second Wing Surgeon within one year 

should not be underestimated.” 

 

“Frank is the head of the Silver Fire Knights. In order to get more votes, he increased the looting 

frequency of the Knights, and successfully conquered Longwind Castle, bringing more believers and 

funds to the temple. All of them are extremely prestigious, just like the noon sun in the desert, dazzling 

and strong.” 

 

“As the deputy head of the Discipline Pastor Group, I decided to increase the frequency of patrols and 

severely punish the lawless in the area to gain the approval of the believers and priests.” 

 

“Compared to us who are in important positions, that woman is just an ordinary nun in the mission 

team. She has no power and power, and has no ability to speak about except for her beautiful face. If 

there is no accident, she should be the first person to get out.” 

 

“Until she finds me.” 

 

“She said that someone reported to her and Frank had close contact with his team members.” 

 

“My first reaction was that it was impossible: since we were young, we temple practitioners have to 

contend with the fire pollution, our spirits have long been tempered to have no desires, all kinds of 

physical desires are almost non-existent, and most of us have training pains and weaknesses. Factions, 

eating sand and sleeping on the sand can already meet their basic survival needs, and there won’t be 

more cravings at all.” 

 

“Moreover, the most important one of the precepts of the temple is that priests are not allowed to 

perform any act of releasing desire, because once the physical desire is ignited, it will become hot, and 

the hot heart is the easiest thing to burn in the fire.” 

 

“Even the love between priests must be cherished without contact. On the contrary, those relationships 

that require close contact are tainted, disgusting, and depraved love, so love between priests is The 

purest can cross the barriers of gender, race, and age.” 

 



“A beast that obeys the desires of the body is not qualified to be a priest who guards the fire.” 

 

“I rebutted her like this. She did not continue to say anything, but rather convincingly admitted her 

mistakes and apologized for her suspicion. But after she left, I couldn’t help thinking if Frank really had 

intimate contact with his team members. Woolen cloth?” 

 

“If it is true, then he will definitely not be the seed of the fire, the magician whose body cannot be 

guarded, it is impossible to survive in the silent spiral.” 

 

“With this expectation, I asked many people about Frank’s information and found more and more 

suspicious points. And my suspicion also spread with my inquiries, and soon the whole temple was 

discussing Frank’s matter. ” 

 

“The next time the Silver Fire Knights came back, Frank found me and almost killed me, but after 

verification, Frank did have intimate behavior with member Arankos, and was dismissed from the 

priesthood by the bishop.” 

 

“I thought it was a good ten, but when the vote came on, the woman got a crushing majority. Except for 

her friends, almost no one voted for me.” 

 

“I just realized that the act of slandering Frank behind my back these days has been disgusted by 

everyone, coupled with the fact that I was injured by Frank in the public but did not have the power to 

fight back, it made my image plummet.” 

 

“I am like a desert night, cold and deep, and dark and fearful. No believer wants to vote for me.” 

 

“In contrast, that woman has been doing things silently these days, not participating in quarrels and 

discussions, and faithfully performing her duties, coupled with her beautiful face, she has gradually won 

praise from many people.” 

 

“The sun is too hot to tolerate the slightest flaw; the night is too dark and prohibitive. Only the water 

from Crescent Spring is the sweetness that everyone likes.” 

 



“I seem to understand something, but it’s too late.” 

 

“Quest Result: Failed. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com” 

 

“Reflection summary: Don’t believe in women, especially beautiful women.” 

 

Sonia heard half of her reaction: “Is the ‘that woman’ mentioned here the same ‘she’ mentioned in the 

“Magician’s Manual” we encountered before? ” 

 

Although Sonia said it was endless, but Ya Xiu understood. 

 

He and Dia briefly introduced the antecedents—the reason why the two of them remembered this 

character was because the secret poison of the vortex came from “that magician manual”. They were 

naturally impressed. After all, the secret poison of the vortex could be said to be their false The turning 

point in environmental exploration has since been like a new energy fund rising all the way. 

 

In that manual, the owner of the manual finally reached a never-betrayal contract with ‘her’, and gave 

‘her’ the labyrinth toy containing the secret information of the whirlpool. 

 

But after ‘she’ used the whirlpool secret poison to be promoted to the second wing, ‘she’ immediately 

betrayed the owner of the manual to the temple in exchange for glory and wealth. 

 

And the owner of the manual did not betray ‘her’ until the end. 

 

“It is very likely that within a year, you will become a two-wing magician, your boyfriend who reported 

the private possession of the loot, and the Holy Fire Temple…all the details are correct.” 

 

Ya Xiu held his hands and frowned: “That manual is good to say, after all, the full text is either “I” or 

“She”, and there is no need to record the name specifically. But why does the mission wizard in this 

manual not record her? The name, but using “that woman” to call it? Obviously the character Frank calls 

his name directly.” 

 



Chapter 220: 7Legend of Caio 

  

Very strange feeling—both manuals mention the same person, but both manuals conceal the person’s 

name. 

 

Sonia and Deya have no idea about this, but these are just trivial details. 

 

The reason why Ya Xiu specifically mentioned to Sonia was only because the incident was too 

coincidental, so it was worth gossiping, but he didn’t have much curiosity in his heart. 

 

After all, the owners of these two manuals don’t know when they were. The ‘she’ and ‘that woman’ in 

the text may be dead. If there is fate, maybe they will whip her corpse! 

 

This is the fascinating place of the Void Realm. It is the home of knowledge and the tomb of the 

magician. 

 

Each of the manuals for the magician is inscribed with a life thousands of years ago, and the 

unforgettable stories above may not have any written records in reality. 

 

Reality is so cruel to everyone, but the virtual world will love every child. 

 

Axiu returned the surgeon’s manual to Deya. After Dia absorbed the manual, her hair quickly returned 

to white. 

 

“What abilities did you get?” Ah Xiu asked curiously. 

 

“This should belong to privacy? Why is he embarrassed to ask? The White Queen, please rush and scold 

him to death!” 

 

“My lovely princess, we are already teammates with them, and information like this that may increase 

combat power needs to be confessed.” 

 



Diya felt it for a while, her face was a little strange: “I have acquired the induction ability called “love 

hunting”. ” 

 

“what?” 

 

“If someone has love for others, I can easily feel it.” 

 

As soon as she said this, Sonia took a step back subconsciously. 

 

But she saw the witch blinked at herself, with an expression of ‘even if I don’t have the ability, I can 

easily see through you’, she insisted on taking the initiative to look at the witch, but the blush on her 

face could not be hidden. 

 

Ash recalled the content at the back of the manual: “Speaking of the mission wizard behind, it seemed 

that he had arrested many hidden couples in the temple. Is it because he awakened his talents when he 

exposed Frank and became a love policeman? ? But this ability is also okay, at least more practical than 

my “Proficient in shoveling” and “Secret of Happiness (only effective for females over two meters. ” 

 

The three of them returned to the sports car. Not long after they drove, they heard a sudden blast from 

the distant sky, followed by a crackling blast. 

 

But because of the occlusion of the upstream golden rain, they couldn’t see what was happening at all, 

and could only vaguely sense that a battle was taking place in the air. 

 

“Someone will really go to die.” 

 

Although Sonia’s face was a little surprised, she was not surprised at all. 

 

Diya shrugged: “Basically, it will appear once every two or three nights, and even three times a night 

when it is dense. After all, the golden-level to the sanctuary-level sky moat is too difficult to overcome.” 

 

Ya Xiu blinked: “Do you know what happened?” 



 

“A magician who has fully deployed his wings has been flying into the sky.” 

 

“Fully spread the wings…Yes!” 

 

Ya Xiu suddenly woke up at this time and looked at Sonia: “Can we not fly directly? How can flying be 

faster than driving?” 

 

“No.” Sonia shook her head, pointing in the direction of the blast, and said: “Once a magician tries to fly, 

the surrounding large intellectual creatures will immediately perceive it. They will relentlessly fight any 

followers. The magician who walks upstream of the golden rain seems to be punished if he tramples on 

the lawn.” 

 

“The predicament encountered by the magician flying in the time continent is much more serious than 

the last time we were driven by monsters in the sea of knowledge, because there will be monsters 

attacking in all directions, and it is still flying air combat, even the toughest and weak magician. Will be 

eaten up very quickly.” 

 

Ya Xiu recalled the tragedy of being chased by nine intellectual creatures after they triggered the 

‘Expulsion of Secret Poison’. At this moment, he still had a lingering fear: “Then why did they fly?” 

 

“Because they want to find colorful tails.” Dia said. 

 

“Colorful tail?” 

 

“The legend of the virtual world like the golden fish.” Sonia explained: “It is said that the bull of the 

crown block has a colorful tail. As long as you move along the colorful tail, you can reach the back of the 

bull of the crown block, which is the first The third floor-far away airspace.” 

 

Yaxiu asked puzzledly: “Since the airspace far away is above the white cow, isn’t it okay to fly directly 

up? Why do we need a colorful tail? The sky is not covered.” 

 



“It’s mainly because it is impossible for the two-winged magician to fly to the top of the sky.” Diya said: 

“Since I stepped into the Time Continent for more than a month, I have heard more than a dozen 

magicians hunting in the sky by the knowledge creatures. Pursue and kill, but none of them flew over 

500 meters, and all fell without exception.” 

 

“These magicians who can fly and dare to fly are undoubtedly fully spread their wings, and may even 

have formed a tactical system. They have many two-winged magic spirits and miracles. It is not an 

exaggeration to say that they are strong in two-wing magicians. If it wasn’t for the fact that they couldn’t 

raise the realm of the faction to the sanctuary level, they wouldn’t take the risk and challenge the sky.” 

 

“But even they can’t touch the sky, which shows that relying on flying to reach the distant airspace is 

completely unworkable.” 

 

Ya Xiu tilted his head: “Isn’t the colorful tail also in the high sky? After all, it is the tail of a white cow.” 

 

“The information I found said that the colorful tail may be very long, and it may even hang on the 

ground.” Sonia said: “The reason why these magicians fly is not to cross the sky, but to be in the golden 

rain. Look for the colorful tail hanging down.” 

 

“Although there is no basis, many magicians feel that as long as they enter the colorful tail, intellectual 

creatures will not continue to attack them, and they can fly along the colorful tail to the distant 

airspace.” 

 

“So the real meaning of the colorful tail is “safe flight route”…” Ya Xiu understood thoroughly: “It’s a 

magical way of smuggling…” 

 

“Previously, I would definitely think that the colorful tail is just a legend passed down by the magician.” 

Sonia is full of expectation: “but now it is different, the viewers come on, just like finding a golden fish, 

find the colorful tail. Bar!” 

 

“How could it be so simple.” Ya Xiu said in an angry tone, “I feel that the truth of Colorful Tail is like the 

true face of a golden fish. It must be very different from the information circulating, otherwise it would 

have been discovered by other magicians long ago, and it will not become legend.” 

 



“They are so arrogant, there are not a few magicians in the full virtual realm that found the colorful tail, 

they actually targeted the colorful tail as soon as they came, hurry up and laugh at him!” 

 

“Your desire to express is so strong, come by yourself.” 

 

“The White Queen, you have changed, you don’t love me anymore.” 

 

“My dear princess, even if I love you again, I will be annoying you.” 

 

Ya Xiu drove the sports car to chase time, looked at the area prompt on the virtual world map, and 

made up his mind to search for at least one more resource point tonight. 

 

Suddenly, a series of golden areas appeared in the virtual world map. 

 

According to past experience, the golden area means there is adventure inside, but the area prompt 

makes Ya Xiu a little creepy— 

 

“Everyone will die of old age, including you, so you have to hurry up.”  



 


